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SH-H-H, HE'S ASLEEP

Democracy To
of Dictators

Government

Democracy and the part it is
.laving and will play in the new
Xd order was the point em
phasized by red headed Dr. Aus
L F MacDonald in his lecture
on "The New World Order" from
the Little Theatre platform last
night.

'Continued on page 5, column 4)

"WINDY
LEADS
YELL
w°uld

II

Junior College
I I,,? norr|inate Professor
0l|r Ypii i
mdmilier for one of
ers!
Lastp
w^ile the Business
S
StUdents
were nodsleo -i
S°und
over their books,
s
in through ?ifat San Jose" drifted
window. Not to be
sh°wn un
estee«ied fS lacking in spirit, our
0tle Woui i ,eacker asked if someead a yell for the dear
°ld
a»my.
M 0 "0':a M
Mammv
N
0tle Was .,Volunteered, but everyyes- You ?,
oring for a yell . . .
,'tiller mn!^SSed il- • • Mr- Wind
ed a p. a r?d UP his sleeves and
> And a
"f-C W-O-W!!!!
re's a „8?°d
14 was, too.
a vote f
0r "Windy."

Debate Squad
In L. A. Meet
Pacific debaters come out of their slumber next
Monday, to enter one of the largest tournaments of the
year. The occasion is the annual tournament sponsored
by the Western Association Teachers of Speech, which
this year will he held at George Pepperdine College in
$Los Angeles.
The College of Pacific and
Stockton Junior College will take
the largest squad that has ever
been transported to an out-oftown tournament in the history
of the school. Collegiate speak
ers of the Western states will be
represented, and it is expected
that more than seventy-five col
"Hey, Mom, get that turkey in leges will have participants en
the oven, I'm coming home next tered.
The subject of debate at the
Wednesday."
tournament will be the Pi Kappa
Yep, scholars, that eld Franks- Delta national forensic question
giving time has rolled around which stated formally is: "Re
again—next Thursday in fact. solved that the countries of the
Western Hemisphere s h o u l d
(That stands of course, unless F. form a permanent union." The
D. R. changes it.)
extemp subject will be on na
Classes will cease for the Col tional and international affairs,
and the entrants in oratory have
lege of the Pacific on Wednesday chosen their subjects from any
night while Stockton J. C. stud thing of human interest.
ents will call time out at 9 p. m. TOURNAMENT JUDGES
on Wednesday. All students are . Traveling with the team, and
requested back for classes by acting also as judges in the tour
nament, will be Prof. Ed Betz,
Monday morning.
Mrs. Betz, and Prof. Robert D.
Clark. The squad will travel by
TOO, TOO BAD
cars, by train, and by an over
Of course there are many who grown boiler on wheels which
will not go home for the short only Mr. Betz dares refer to as
vacation because of the distance a car.
they must travel. Most students
Those entered in debate at the
take this opportunity though to southern tournament are Student
drop in on the home folks and at Prexy Bill Biddick, who has had
least say hello.
three years of intercollegiate ex
Can't you just see Mom wait perience, and Kenneth Hastin, an
ing at the door for you as the outstanding junior college trans
little old rattle-trap screeches to fer from Bakersfield, Claude Hoa stop in front of the house? gan and Allen Breed who have
Then Pop will come out with his had two successful years of de
These two
pipe in his mouth, good-naturedly bating together.
bellowing, "Well, son, what did teams will represent the PSA in
you flunk this time?" When you Senior. Men's Division, while in
assure him that you really just the Junior Division there are the
dropped in for Thanksgiving and following entries: Pearl Steiner
not because you flunked out or and Margaret Stimmons, Iola
Whitlock and Ann Rhodes, all
need some more cash, then he who have had high school experi
will have something really to be ence—Joe Kegler and George
thankful for.
Kapel, who made a remarkable
Of course you must rally out record their freshman year, and
to the kitchen and sniff the tur Milton Valentine and Eugene Egkey. Doesn't your mouth began to
water? Aren't you glad you came (Continued on page 5, column S)
home now?

Classes Cease
—Turkey,
The Cause!

DEMOCRACY

The Amerian goal and dream
,a new world order of peace
f"J brotherhood is doomed beTW !,gets under way. Dr. Mac
eooh • tdded' "Possibly our
good neighbor policy with Latin
Z*nca nray come about. But
iipvot* T ^attn-Americas have
havo „ en democratic. They
our general form
of gov
ernm«_r
iurm 01
govtution k , e C0Pied our constithe wor<is don't mean
the
6
ticularlv '
a They are not par"
y fond of the United

No. 11

Pacific Sends Largest Group In
History to Western Tournamen

MacDonald Compares

"No great number of people
have ever believed in democracy
as the 'way of life,'" he stressed,
"Only eighteen countries are
democratic in any sense of the
word today, and they only in
elude twenty per cent of the
world's area and fifteen per cent
of the world's population! Yet
democracy is at its peak at this
time."
Dr. MacDonald also pointed out
that the fascist nations are not
ready for democracy. "It is not
fitted to their needs. They have
never really known a democracy
and they hope never to know
one."
DICTATORSHIP
In speaking of the dictators
he said, "Both Germany and
Italy are behind their dictators
and only a long war and starva
tion may break their faith in
them. Hitler restored the pride
of the German people, practically
eliminated unemployment, and
increased recreational facilities.
Mussolini cleaned up Italy. He
made it a better place in which
also "6 3nd solved unemployment

DEBATE SQUAD
LEAVES FOR
L. A. TOURNAMENT

Our "Little Man" BBICrGS jes' plumb wore hisse'f
out down tuh San Josie las' week leadin' them thar
yells. Ham's guardian angel (wearing that madonna
like expression is none other than PSA Prexy BILL
BIDDICK. No kidding, this picture was not posed.

FOTO FIENDS,
SUBMIT
WORK

Rooters Rest
After
Ruckus

ATTENTION — Student pho
tographers!
Approximately one thousand
Beverly Wright wants YOU rooters returned from San Jose
to contribute any pictures of Friday night with sore throats
the following activities which and headaches, but all claimed
are of Interest to the students: they had one grand time.
Homecoming Week-end, in
San Jose, over a thousand
cluding the bonfire, dedication strong, was on hand to greet Pa
of the gym, game, dance, and cific and gave them a noise pa
rade long to be remembered.
open house.
Trucks, cars and bicycles from
All Sports Activities. These which gold and white streamers
can be practice, as well as ac flowed and bearing signs reading
"Pulverize Pacific" escorted Paci
tual contests.
Informal Snaps. These in fic rooters to the rally. Next stop
was the San Jose stadium where
clude any informal campus pic
tures.
Rallies.—Any of the rallies
since the beginning of the se
mester.
The rate for pictures accepted
is fifty cents for day pictures,
and sixty-five cents for night
flashes.
All pictures must be glossy
prints, and must be turned in
by December 1, 1910—the
DEADLINE!

GEE, COP'ERS
JUST YOU
LOOK
Students, the announcement in
last week's p«pcr concerning
Thanksgiving vacation was all a
horrible mistake.
Yes, kiddies, you guessed it,
you too, must attend classes 'till
30 Wednesday night.
Now—don't say we didn't tell
yuh!

fans watched the San Jose Spar
tans whip Pacific 28 to 7.
Half time entertainment was
furnished by the San Jose and
College of Pacific bands. High
light of the evening was the ap
pearance of an eight, year old
drum majorette, claimed to be
one of the best on this coast, who
led the San Jose band. Her tricky
twirling and skillful handling
amazed the spectators.
Next stop was the San Jose
gymnasium where students had
a brief half hour of dancing be
fore making a mad scramble for
the train.

S. F. STATE
LISTS TEST
Aptitude Test, Saturday, De
cember 14, 9-12 a. m.
English Fundamentals, Satur
day, December 14, 1-S p. m.
These tests are required of all
entering freshmen. All junior
college transfers must take the
Aptitude Test.

AMEN

Public Affairs
Discusses
Migrants

You can say what you want,
but there's nothing like a trip
home now and then to get a rest
and let the folks know that you
George A. Burcham will be
appreciate their efforts in send
sponsored by the Public Affairs
ing you to school.
•Forum next Tuesday afternoon
at 4:15 in the SCA'building, when
he will speak on "Migratory La
bor in Transition." Mr. Burcham
is now recreational leader and
counselor on family problems in
migratory labor camps in the Visalia area.
Mr. Burcham has been appoint
All junior college sophomores
expecting to complete require ed by the Interfaith Church
ments for the Associate of Arts Board to work with the migrants
Title in February or June, 1941, and study their problems. Because
must file a candidacy for gradu of his close contact with these
ation at the office 04 the junior people Mr. Burcham is eminently
college registrar, Room 106, Ad fitted to explain these folks and
their problems in their changing
ministration Building.
This matter' should be attend aspects.
The Public Affairs meeting
ed to without delay in order that
qualifications may be checked as will be held Tuesday afternoon at
4:15 in the SCA building.
soon as possible.
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YUP—ITS THAT TIME

PACIFIC WEEKLY
\
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JANET McGINNIS, Editor
Phone 3 0206 or 9-9121
IRVINE SPRAGUE, Manager
Phone 2-3712 or 9-9121

president's latest plan to remove T
Francis Perkins from the new caftw
which he is now forming. Miss Perkir
has actually run her department the mo!!
efficiently of any in the government bin
of all positions to put a woman, I be'uJ"
the Secretary of the Labor should be thl
last.

Men just don't have confidence in th e
opinion of women when it regards m at
ters which concern men, especially W hen
the woman is known to say the wrong
thing at the wrong time. She will be
replaced by some advocate of labor peace
as a part of the President's plan to bridge
the gap between the A. F. of L. and the
C. I- O.
OO-OPERATION
In. reading the PACIFIC WEEKLY
recently, I have noticed that some un
known writer has been continually mak-'
ing digs at a certain living group. Now
it is not the purpose of this column to
answer personal or group grudges directed against other group,s but I would
like to appeal for better spirit on the part
of the writer. I don't believe there is a
need in a college paper for there to be
any "dirty digs" made at any individual
groups. It doesn t foster any goodwill,
and it antagonizes those who receive this
questionable publicity. If this type 0 f
writing continues, let us hope that the
author will at least have enough pride
in his work, to sign his name to it.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
$1.50 A YEAR
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager

Member
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Aisocicrfed CoBeftide Press

Editorial

Board

JESSIE HANNAY, News
LESLIE KNOLES, Society
BOB CONAWAY, Sports
JEANNE DAGG, Feature
JERROLD WALKER, Makeup
FRANCES WATSON, Desk
ADELE SCOBLE, Exchange
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
MARGIE CRAW, Advertising Associate
MISS ELEANER McCANN, Faculty Advisot
REPORTERS: Miriam Adams, Doris Bowring, Milton Callas, Rose Ann Chatton, Jack
Coale, Ellen Colvan, Helen Culver, Harriet David
son Jean Davis, Joan Edwards.
Jack Friend, Biddle Frost, William Grant,
Don Jonte, Earl Klapstein, Don La Mome, WUla
McDonald, Betty Morrison, Warren Nielsen.
Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, June Trangen, Jack
Toomay, Bob Warren, Katherine Wheeler, Iola
Whitlock, Eleanor Powell, Merceita Voorhees.

Sikh,,.

• A CHALLENGE
Many students throughout the world
today are faced with a very serious prob
lem . . . that of the conflict between
scholarship and world affairs.
Some of us are just "killing time,
waiting, perhaps in vain, as we all hope,
for the United States to enter into war,
thus destroying chance for intellectual
development. Too often the college man,
when asked what he is planning to do
upon graduation replies that he doesn t
know, "the war would probably upset
all my plans anyway." This fatalistic
attitude may just be the easy way out.
Professor Mabel Newcomer, chairman
of the department of economics at Vassar
dealt with this problem in a meeting of
the Phi Beta Kappa chapter, and names
the three ways that lie before us to meet
this situation.
She said, "Today three paths lie open
to the sccholar. He can retire with his
knowledge to some bomb-proof shelter
and wait patiently for the storm to pass.
Many believe the present emergency so
great that scholarship must be aban
doned, at least for a time, in favor of
the immediate,, practical issue of making
the world safe for scholars. To me this
third and middle course seems the only
justifiable one today: to take one's
knowledge with one into the danger
zone; to learn from all the world as it
is, and to use one's knowledge."
This is indeed a challenge to us all . . .
are we big enough to meet it?

• WHO 'S WHO
Pacific has once more been honored!
Ten of her favored sons and daugh
ters have been named to the most cov
eted and honored position which can be
bestowed on college students. These stu
dent leaders will appear in the book,
"Who's Who in American Universities
and Colleges."
The first time that Pacific was noti
fied of this honor only one student ap
peared in the annuals. Now that number
has been increased to ten.
We take this opportunity to thank
these students for their efforts in again
keeping Pacific at the top.

STAGESTRUCK
By
HUNI
The cast
Of the play past
Whl dine
On Swine.
HAM to be more correct—but
as thespians are sensitive to this
three lettered conglomeration, it
was omitted from the rhyme. No
"kidding," though (another kind
of meat—lamb), a sorority noted
for its beauty and ballads dedi
cated to it is having the cast of
END OF SUMMER as dinner
guests. And can Mrs. Garretson
bake ham! Service will be by
Tony Reid.
A. T. L. to Lois Wheeler: A post
graduate student was heard to
say, "Listening to Lois Wheeler
is like falling dew on rose petals."
And Lois is the very same miss
who will be Juliet in that forth
coming production of Will Shake
speare. Tony Reid is her Romeo.
The rest of the cast has not yet
been announced, but it is rumor
ed that this news will be divulged
by Director Brown one of these
nights. HUNI's favorite sprook
has volunteered to play the part
of Mercutio.
PIRANDELLO'S PLAY NEXT
Getting back to "Falling Dew
Wheeler," she will have charge
of the next production in the Stu
dio Theater. This second of the
downstairs series .will be Piran
dello's SIX CHARACTERS IN
SEARCH FOR AN AUTHOR.
Well, if Pirandello thinks his
characters are having a tough
time finding an author, pity poor
Lois—she can't find a man! Lead
ing man, that is. SCISFAA (looks
something like an abbreviated
government project, will be pre
sented November 28, 29 and 30.
HUNI asks: What's the differ
ence between a duck? Answer:
One of it's legs are both alike.
Apologies where apologies are
due! Jack Holmes was in the cast
of END OF SUMMER and in last
week's review of the play by the
same name, J. H. was omitted.
And Jack's characterization of
Mr. Dexter deserves not ommissions, but laudations. Holmes was
definitely in the cast; and gives
one of the best performances of

"Teach the young people that the time
has come for them to serve the country
which they love. The time has come
when they will have an opportunity to
give much, for in the years that lie ahead
there will be sacrifice for all of us. Times
are not going to be easy. They're going
to be hard, but they're going to be worth
while much more challenging, mueh
more stimulating, much more bracing in
every way than these fat and easy and
lazy and soft days that lie behind us. We
ean meet this challenge.'*
(Continued on page 5, column S)

By ALLEN BREED

Although I am a member of the l0v

opposition, I can heartily agree with th*

Published every Friday during the College
year by the Pacific Student Association. Entered
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Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special
rate of postage provided for in Seetioon 1103,
October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
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BREED'S CONTEMPT

PERSPECTIVE
According to an editorial written
in the WEEKLY some weeks ago,
there seemed to be some objection to
the Ex. Comm. voting themselves
aw ards. Whether this is the general
opinion or not, I would like to give
By MAX GOBEL
the viewpoint of the Ex. Comm. on
this matter. Without a doubt this
"Rug Cuttings" attention. For
body puts in more time and recieves
you readers, this is radio's slant:
less' glory than any other governing
The American Society of Compo
sers, Authors and Publishers (ASgroup. They are an elected body
CAP) was organized to protect
which is supposed to represent the
the artists. This was in the past,
students in every activity, and give
and it has done it aptly.
their time freely to sec that the
But that is no longer true to
viewpoint of the student is carried
day. ASCAP gives our scholar
out to the largest degree possible.
ships to promising artists, but
With this in mind, the Ex. Comm.
until very recently they weren't
voted that awards should be given
allowed membership until they
to those who had given a year of
had at least 10 hits to their cred
work to uphold these principles. If
it. With the past set-up of the
it is the general opinion of the stu
ASCAP control on radio music,
dents
that they were going Ireyond
where was the chance for the
their powers in doing this, the Ex.
beginner?
Comm. would appreciate your allow
Reason for organizing Broad
ing them to know. But above all,
casters Music, Inc. (BMI) is that
they
do not want the students to
ASCAP suddenly raised its anti
believe that they are in student gov*
of $4,000,000 for royalties on hit
ernment for the "gravy" they can
tunes to $7,000,000. Who gets most
get out of it.
of it?—the big shots in ASCAP,
Over on the other side of the seas,
not the beginner.
It started with a reasonable the respective bombers of England and
rate of $4,000 for royalties with Germany have done their best to dis
probable justified increases, but rupt the moral of the opposition. With
$7,000,000 is too much. What out realizing it a R. A. F. bomher
makes a hit tune?—not the pub dropped a little present of T. N. T. near
lic. Hit tunes are hit tunes be Hitler's beer cellar in Munich. A few days
cause of high pressure salesman before, a German bomber dropped a bom
ship through agencies and leading near a London club where forty mem
bands. This writer knows several bers of parliament were eating. II
corny tunes that were rated as latter building had been struck, and the
hits.
parliament members had been killed, the
HIGH PRESSURE
English people would have merely e * ecte ,
BMI tunes may be corny now, new representatives. But if Hitler haa
but so were ASCAP tunes when
been killed, the entire formation of
they started. Hit Parade (typical
Third Reich would have been destroyc*
high, pressure tune seller) has
diffe "
agreed to use nothing but BMI That shows to a slight degree the
ence
in
a
government
ruled
by
the
Pe
tunes beginning in January. All
pie,
and
one
dominated
by
the
powers
advertising agencies have agreed
The effect that one wento use BMI tunes on their pro one man.
grams. All radio stations have placed bomb could have on the destin?
rallied to BMI. It isn't true that the world makes one think twice— aD
BMI is asking something for then forget about the whole thingFor those who attended Pacific
nothing from the beginning art
ist All get well paid for their
last year, you will remember a fee
contributions; and, it gives them
low named Ernie Atkinson who held
a chance to show what they have
the "minor" position of P. *s- ,
to offer.
president. Not only has Ernie made
Since BMI organized, ASCAP
a success of his business enterprise*
has opened its doors to begin
but today he will take on an addi
ners. The only ones seemingly
tion to the family in the nature of *
against BMI are members of
wife.
While speaking of student
ASCAP% The greatest percen
•io-ht mention
'K*ly presidents,
tage of radio listeners won't
ug down
that
Erwin
Farle
miss the big name tunes for
»
job
for
the
*
In
t
most of them rarely know the
is teaebJose, while Lou
name of a tune. IPs the melody
n Ontario*
ing prospective
which lingers on. In this set-up
logical ColCalif., that Pac f
there can be no compromise.
» educationlege to go to
ASCAP must come in on BMI
Who said thf
body prf!'
terms or nothing. And BMI has
dents aren't
in their We
(Continued on page 6. column 5)
work ?
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fray -Braggiotti
fjere Tuesday

FR AY,™BRAGGiofn

History of Famous Duo-Pianists
T r a c e d by Student Critic
By BULL RAMSEY

do you f i n d t h a t top-ranking- artists will reto ft t o w n i n r e c i t a l two years in a row. However
1U!.V and Braggiotti will appear in the First Artist ReFray sponsored by the Conservatory of Music, Tuesday
'ing, Nov. 19, at 815 p. m. Their appearance last
Seldom

at the Stockton High*
they shared the
hnnors with" Rubinoff and his
S" This time they are
Renting an evening of two
piano numbers, sans the "Strad."
year

was

COLLEGIANA
By Adele Scoble

BARBARISM GOES
^Fray^and Braggiotti may thbe
Fresno State's campus will go
nsidered Was pioneers in ,,«•consioerc"
' unguarded next week, preceding
the San
State football game,
field of tw^ian^nusic^Rather,
twc|I
_____ Jose
_
than treat their art as two pianos , followlng a recommendation of

^uJfextra "noise°" the^have ^?hStl!fent ^ Presidents of
to present distinct two- ^th colleges. In order to prevent
worked
. . orches- strained reiauons
relations between
the
"
" mUS;c/ with a rich,
Detween the
tral treatment of their own.
|two colleges, and damages to per"f"** » was asked
A music store in pS was the !
A
place that joined these two that all students refrain from
artists. Fray was playing a cur raiding the campus of the oppos
rent Gershwin "hit" in one studio, ing team. Seriously speaking for
the moment. it would seem that
while Braggiotti sat in another ,
Studio adjoining and interpolated Joe College has become civilized,
fragments from the "Rhapsodyj and no longer considers barbarin °Blue" into Fray's playing, ism collegiate.
Both suddenly aware of the ex- HUNT'IN HAGS—

SUSZSUS&
JS ~ •-s- ^other, met midway in the hall, J**®® ? ^
ai

Ca

m-

rri'a"' a dv er"
A T

shook hands, and so began -the
follows. Wanted: A Jupartnership that has won fame nior woman with flat feet, cross
throughout the world.
cy^. stringy hair, pink tooth
brush, and you know what even
BACKGROUND
her friends won't tell her about."
Both artists attended
the / Such a specimen of California coFrench Conservatory of Music ed, if she didn't have too much
and along with a strict, classic competition, was wanted to be
backround they became ardent crowned queen of the Junior
admirers of revolutionary com- witches, to reign over their
posers, including George Gersh- "witch lay» at LT. c. last HalIo.
win. It was significant that their we'en nite. The lucky hag was to
meeting should have revolved we awarded a loving cup, and a
around a Gershwin song, for it
was through this composer that used - set of false teeth as the
crowning touch . . We don't doubt
they had their start.
the ability of the social commit
Gershwin heard their per
tee
to FIND such a girl, but will
formance of his "American in
Paris," and was so delighted she submit to being CROWNED?
with their grasp of his medium This column doubts very much if
that he forthwith arranged to a, girl with such an inferiority
have them form a trio with complex exists on any campus—
dancer Fred Astaire in his musi least of all Cal's.
cal comedy, "Funny Face," forth MACHINE AGE—
coming in London that season.
Queen Elizabeth has nothing on
Betty Co-ed!
Ox TOUR
While walking through a near
Fray and Braggiotti were the
toast of London during that by parking lot, one of Cal's more
period. Later they made a seri-! beauteous creatures found her
ous debut at the austere Salle way cut off by one of those super
,, eye' jn Paris, and set out upon puddles. At one end was a fence,
eir first epoch-making tour of and at the other was an automo
European capitals. Since then bile. Suddenly, the driver of the
ey have performed hundreds automobile snapped to attention!
"?cita,s in Europe and Ameri- Jamming the car into gear he
> but no matter how severe drove it gently through the pud
'^'Program, it always contains dle, until he was parallel with
one Gershwin work in deference the stranded student. The girl ac
n? beir immortal friend. Next cepted the invitation with a
s
evening they will pre- smile—opened the rear door of
sen.
"• Gershwin's ever-popular the automobile and stepping
Rhapsody in Blue."
through—emerged with dry feet
maii seats are reserved for this on the other side . . . SPANNED
ac
n
at
50 rl f
ii°
75 cents and . . . one puddle!
sale at f,l tickets are now on IRONIC EIRE—
fice
Conservatory Box OfFrom our Moragan friends
St. Mary's way, we have the
heaM^ 3nd Bra2gi°tti will be news that Fordham University is
'n the following program: conducting a series of meetings on
Orgai, p
I.
IRISH history—the evolution of
v.^inor
t S ? a n d Fugue .in G
a
n
n Sebastian Bach Ireland. All studious gents inter
k'ebestort*
Isolde") ^ f r o m "Tristan
and
O r °nation
^- -Hichard Wagner ested are invited to enter into the
(
;
0
(
e
n
c
f
r
o
m
B
Mick economic and intellectual
vr Iounoff" iS° ,
" oris
^taiaguena
Modeste Moussorgsky
discussions.
However, the CORN
Ernesto
Lecuona
T
of said meetings is this how are
* Cathedral. Kngloutie
sle
jovL.L
Claude Debussy you going to get guys like these.
De Filippo, Filipowicz, Hudacek,
Claude Debussy
Kirvik, Klimazewski, Obuchowski
....
br ijne Infante Defunte
Maurice Havel

in.

If you want a job—

Medley
Wien!
h.^'ve, Lano.ll
iA'.tf"'
Slesynslsl
»i€*ynsKi
jv a P8od
d'i and Love, Heymann
O v in Blue,
fflVe"
- Car
fionrirn
Gnr all \ri n
George Gershwin
aricatu
VaY
k n,' r ff o n t h e Theme of
, —.ee

I Secretarial
§T Civil Service
I Higher Accountancy
(Free employment service

G) In th„ manner of Bach
(d) In inee manner of Beethoven,
. 9) In IJ? manner of Debussy.

i Humphrey's

!*) E - v n n M a r i o Braggiotti
(/ b )- *n
fxpoaition of theme
tueme

banner of Gershwin.
No v h i EMkn'TS.
Roraon 1 ' t 2 ^~-THIRD ItKCITAU
. a n Barnn r o W n - violinist; Al-

be-

:• onanist.

(Sinice 1896)

|
1

School of Business

California at Weber
Stockton

SSIW.KiHMWIti

-

French Profs
Meet
In Berkeley

Dr. and Mrs. Leonard O'Bryait
and Professor Ruth Smith of the
Modern Language department at
tended the dinner meeting of the
California French teachers at
Berkeley at the International
House, Friday evening, Novem
ber 8.
The program featured a round
table with Professor Dondo of
the French department of the Uni
versity of California; Dr. Cecile
Reau of Mills College, Monsieur
l'acocat Pierre Fontaine, presi
dent of the French colony of Oak
land, and M. Bourbousson, who
I he ace duo-pianists, Fray and Bragiotti, will per has recently arrived from France
form m the College of Pacific Conservatory next Tues as the main speakers.
day evening. This will be the Conservatory's first artist
The subject of the round table
recital this year.
discussion was "France of Today
and Its Future."
University of Minnesota has
France and FW
just unveiled large oil paintings
What did one drop of cream
Problems
of its late President lotus D. Coff- say to the other? Let's go to the
man and Mrs. Coffman.
corner and curdle.

Discussed

Dr. and Mrs. Leonard O'Bryon
and Professor M. Ruth Smith of
the modern Language department
attended, the California French
Teachers dinner meeting at Inter
national House in Berkeley last
Friday. .
"France of Today and Its For
tune" was the subject of the dis
cussion. Professor Donds of the
French department of the Univer
sity of California; Dr. Cecile Reau
of Mills College; Monsieur l'avocat Pierre Fontaine, president of
the French colony of Oakland,
and M. Bourbousson, recently ar
rived from France, were main
speakers.

AGAIN THIS WEEK AT THE WONDER

A Campus Co-Ed
T o Help Y o u W i t h Your Fall
Wardrobe Problems

and, oh well you egt the idea, to
crib over IRISH history? Only
one yegg—so far as we know,
Pat Finnegan, is eligible for the
study. To the other boys it's all
propaganda! . . .
Once I was a Freshie
by the Seniors I was bossed.
I wandered through the spacious
halls,
Bewildered, worried, lost.
Now I am a Senior,
And my presence is so dear
That my teachers have invited me
To stay another year. —
Thanx, St. Marys.

MISS MUERL WALTER
-o—o—o—13-

Ag ain this Saturday the Wonder will have one of
our College of the Pacific co-ed's to help you with
your shopping problems. Drop in to talk and shop
with our college representative.

Maurice Havel

^TBRMISSION

Va-e 3

Yokum's

Muerl will wear this blue man-tailored slack suit Satur
day at The Wonder.
The soldier blue outfit, with navy sweater, is in a plain
styling—but distinctive.

THE UUOnDER
340 £•»• M*in StfMf

STOCKTON

Phot* 6-6871

•>*( Li
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Manor Hall
Honors
Dean Watson

LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

Play Cast
Honored At
Alpha Thete

GROOM

Sunday afternoon, Nov. 17 is the
date set for the Manor Hall for
mal tea in honor of Dean Beulah
Watson. Guests will be received,
from four to six by Dean Wat
son, Mrs. Orr, house mother;
House Officers Doris McAllister,
Bernis Tuttle and Jeanette EdinAlpha Theta Tau held a dinner
ger.
last
night honoring Miss Juanita
• Miss Margaret Campbell, Mrs.
Garrigan, Miss Eleanor McCann, Daussat, the cast of "End of
and Miss Gladys Benerd will pour Summer," and Mr. and Mrs. DeBernis Tuttle will act as gen Marcus Brown. Betty Behney was
eral chairman. The refreshment in charge of the decorations, and
committee will be headed by
Grace Cox and Betty Kindon. Ann Hodgkins planned the enter
Other members of the commit tainment.
tee will be Jeanette Edinger, Elea
Others attending besides Miss
nor McLain, Jean Stucky, Marie Daussat and Mr. and Mrs. Brown
Mizutani and Roberta James.
were Richard Schneider, Lillian
Pat Rice will head the decora Kahan, Clarabel Coffman, Carl
tion committee. Working with Fuller, Jack Holmes, Glen Tanner
her will be Jeanne Griffin, Doris Herm Spindt, Bert %Trulsson, Su
ERNIE ATKINSON, last
Johnson, Roberta Thomas, and san Hubbard and Max Gobel.
year's Pacific Student Asso
Atsuno Yamaguni. Connie Slater
Also present were Mrs. Olive ciation president, is to meet
will act as chairman of the clean Miller, house mother; Sarah Cam
up committee with Jean Davis and eron, Nickie Ficovich, Rosemary BETTY BARRY at the al
Silma Dow to assist her, while Wherry, Barbara McKenzie, Su tar tonight.
Polly Parsons will be in charge zanne White, Ruth Coward, Les
of the'dishes.
lie Knoles, Alice Boyer, Frances
Branstad, Bettie Meyer, Lois FenSyracuse athletes are barred stermacher, Janet Hampton, Jane
from competition if they marry Grey, Phyllis Hammaker, Jackie
during the school year, unless the Parker, Ann Hodgkins, Muerl
ceremony takes place during a Walters, Nadine Sommers, Jerry
holiday, such as Easter or Christ Bryan, Virginia Spencer, Betsy
Jones, Barbara Temby, Marie
mas.
Sala, Betty Behney, Mary Gwynn, •Miss Betty Barry will become
C. V. Pollard, a University of Marion Gregson and Barbara the wife of Ernest Atkinson Jr.
Texas instructor in German, re Gibbons.
tonight at the First Methodist
ports a proved method for learn
Church in Palo Alto.
ing to read the language with FAR SIGHTEDNESS
Betty, while at Pacific, was a
less than 50 hours' instruction.
A student at Eastern New member of Alpha Theta Tau so
Mexico college has applied to rority, being president of the
Mrs. J. Frank Potts, director of house last spring.
FRIEDBERGER'S
housing, for knowledge she might
Ernie, also, was president of
Featuring
have about any widow with three his house, Rho Lambda Phi, last
TIGRESS COLOGNE
or four children who might be spring, as well as being the presi
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
susceptible to a proposition of dent of the Pacific Student Asso
33* Ent Main Street
marriage. Afraid he might be ciation.
JEWELERS
drafted, the student earnestly re
The couple, after a short honey
quested help in lining up enough moon, will make its home in
'emergency family" to make him Oakland.
exempt.

Betty Adds
Atkinson To
Last Name

I lift

STARTS SUNDAY

"Third Finger
Left Hand"
MYR.VA LOY
MELVYN DOUGLAS

I.AST TIMES TODAY
TYRONE POWER
LINDA DARNELL

'Mark of Zorro"
—Also—

and

IjLOYD NOLAN

"Haunted
Honeymoon"

islffi
21 WMN

"Charter Pilot"

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

«

i

TOMORROW
LUCILLE BALL
RICHARD CARLSO.Y

Too Many Girls'
—and—

FLORENCE RICE
<<

SUN. — MON.
A tentful of girl-gorgeous
musical fun I The 3 Mad
Mullahs of Mirth in their
grandest, goofiest roar
rodeoI

Secret Seven'

]

; • fi all;

SAT., SUN., MON., TUES.
WILLIAM POWELL
MYRNA LOY

—and—

'Maryland*
BRENDA JOYCE
JOHN PAYNE

Kenny

WIth

Florence

BAKER • RICE
ARDEN * DUflfoMI
NAT PENDLETON
Directed by Edwerd Bunell
A Mcrvyn LcRoy Produr,;—
Big Added Fcetua
-i

'The Housekeeper's
Daughter'
JOAN BENNETT
ADOLPH MEN.IOU

Monday Nite
Free Turkeys

WED. - THUR. - FRI.
JANE WITHERS

'Girl From
Avenue H'
'The Boys From
Syracuse'
—and—

JOE PENNER

Camp Fire
Director
Speaks
Miss Helen Lussenden, camp
fire girl director, spoke to the
Social Service Committee of the
SCA at their meeting last Tues
day evening. She gave a gen
eral view of the aims and meth
ods of campfire, and extended an
urgent invitation to any college
girl who is interested in work
ing with young people to let her
know. Campfire can use girls
in all fields to act as assistant
guardians, musicians, help with
handicraft, or literally hundreds
of other things.
The next meeting of the com
mittee will be on November 26.
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Inter-Fraternity
Dance Tonight
The theme of the dance „ .
L HO Rhizomia! Calling All*
Heigh Ho
Arrhites' year Wl11 emphasize the ... "s
Omega Phis! Ring ° . . t .... | and Greek letters of each hmb°'s
And come on, you non-fra
- Tony Ficovich, president of°USe'
the
Get your dates and come j inter-Fraternity Council,
men!
6?n'
of
Herm
eral
chairman
of
this
sport*d
aswinging to the music
He will be assisted by Bin y1106'
Saoiro and his Pocatello Punks at
ttune.
the annual Inter-Fraternity Dance feld in charge of decorati.
r'
ving
Fritz
and
Bob
Cook
in?w
tonight, November 15, from nine
of bids and music, and Cha?
"This is the event that all three Durham chairman of the fin
fraternities get together and plan arrangements.
Patrons and patronesses win K,
and produce a fraternal dance. All
houses co-operate in trying Jo be Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Patten M
come better acquainted with th and Mrs. Charles Warmer' and
Dean James Corson.
non-fraternity men.

All College
Plans Party
For "Juniors
All College Honor Society mem
bers will be hosts to Alpha Gam
ma Sigma members, their faculty
advisors Miss Marie Breniman
and Dr. Allen Waldo, and Princi
pal Dwayne Orton next Monday
night at the Knoles' residence at
7:00 o'clock. The occasion is a
dessert party which is«planned so
that the members of both honor
societies can become better ac
quainted.
Norman Lamb is general chair
man for the evening and he has
planned for Melvyn Lawson, the
principal of the Sacramento Se
nior High School, to speak. Mem
bers of the social committee are
Virginia Wirth, Janet Lehman,
Nickolina Ficovich and Bill Daw
son.

Dr. Knoles
Travels
Again
"Democracy As It Relates to
the Church" is the subject on
which Dr. Tully C. Knoles will
speak at the Congregational
Church Dinner at San Mateo this
evening.
«
After what promises to be a
quiet week-end Dr. Knoles will
speak at the Coast Teachers As
sociation at Santa Cruz on Mon
day. Tuesday he will conduct the
Dinuba forum discussion speak
ing on the "Role of Russia."
Last Thursday afternoon Dr.
Knoles spoke at the Oiiand forum
on the "United States and the
Far East." On Wednesday he
spoke at the Merced Rotary Club
luncheon and in the afternoon to
the Merced Teachers' Institute on
the Duty to the Schools in this
World Emergency." In the eve
ning he spoke at a church dinner
in Patterson.

Yale university has awarded
ORIGINALITY
one-year fellowships for street
And then of course there's
traffic research to 19 men out
standing for work in traffic safe Camp Depression at the Univer
sity of North Dakota, a men's
ty.
dormitory made up of seven rail
The main building of Copen road cabooses, where 30 self-sup
hagen university, one of Europe's porting students cook their own
oldest cultural centers, has been meals and get their room in re
turn for four hours' work a week
closed for lack of coal.
Recently the camp elected one
president (who also is secretarv
and treasurer) and 29 vice presi
dents.

SIERRR
MA \ UT .
NfA: THEATRE

&

N O W

"THE
WESTERNER"
GARY COOPER
WALTER BRENNAN

N E W S

Epsilons
Celebrate
Thanksgiving
With Thanksgiving vacation
coming early next week, the
members of Epsilon Lambda Sig.
ma had a formal dinner last eve.
ning to celebrate the coming holi.
day. Barbara Laddon was in
charge of the table setting, and
the candle-lit tables were decor
ated in the fall theme. Helping
her were Eloise Smith and Betty
Morrison. Ruth Udden and La
Verne Lagorio decorated the rest
of the house and Celia Cross was
in charge of the informal program
that followed the dinner. In
charge of clean-up was Libby
Meyer. Frances Miller, Doris Clif
ford, Pat Patterson and Betty Or.
vis were the other members of
the clean-up committee.

Ten Students
In Who's Who
Appearing in "Who's Who in
Americans Universities and Col
leges," to be issued in January,
will be the names of ten College
of the Pacific students chosen
by the dean and a committee of
students for outstanding service
to the school and above average
scholarship.
Bill Biddick, student body
president; Tony Ficovich,
senior class president; Norman
Lamb, music major; Gene
Rotsch, junior class president;
Stan Vaughan, student body
treasurer and football letter
man; Beverly Wright, editor
of the Naranjado; Jean Strong,
vice president of the student
l»ody; A1 Irwin, football letter
man; Douglas Powell, chair
man of the rally committee,
and Clarihel Coffman, Lit™
Theatre actress were the lucky
ten.

C. S. T. A.
Enjoys
Dinner
The ravioli dinner of the C. S.
T. A. members last Wednesday
night was "durn" good, its
said.
.
Orvill Fletcher, a co-presi e
of the group, and Leo Basden "
the Stockton school, system w
speakers for the evening„
Basden spoke on "Finding a
\
About 65 persons were pi'®
at the dinner which was hel
stairs in the SCA rooms.

The Illini Union is being rush
"No wise person takes exceF
ed to completion at the Univer
tion
to a common-sense
sity of Illinois.
of preparedness. The da
confronting us just now is
those who are whooping it UP
war in the alleged defense ^
Groceries
democracy will accomplish
Poultry
destruction of democracy.
^
best defense of democracy > ^
Vegetables
the realm of the moral and sp ^
Fruits
ual nature. Educational m ^
tions and churches are
Meats
faced with a terrific resp°n
ity. We must now keep
the ideals of democracy."
ton
dent Daniel L. Marsh of J*^ng
American and Channel
university sounds a wa
against pseudo-patriotism.

Gaia-Delucchi
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Nation
Hears
Pacific

tfith Malice
foulards

None
jjy
time was had by
So«e (M, ev? N

'
down

S°

J"
the

SA

aJl!
on
Going
did lV111' fun _0id you ever try
trai" *aS
Well,
a rowboat?
to dancehave I, but I've danced
neithetrain car, and it must be
on acorne thing.
thin2.—A good recepand such
the can Jose gave us
tion Sa"ls, (and the fellows
cute g'L®- bad either). After
^se parade was over, trials
a tribulations predominated,
lost his car, but
a"d qmith lost
B'
the game he found it, and
tf5 y
nice girl,. too-Audrey
er
a
1
Ronnie Boone lost
Br°
Atpr's 'cap . • • Willie A1
lost his soup at Tiny's. Good,
** Willie' • • • Howard Groves
feared around looking for his
II st love" . • • Katherine Kuivala
Jd a very handsome escort for
"'"DandnT^

the DaLk'' at

the

„,.m waS a bit crowded. . . .
What a beauty Ferrel Dedrick
Is dancing with. . . . How did
vou like the orchestra? Wish we
had something like it here at Pa

cific

• • Marv Joyce Whitlock

and Warne Pahl were coupling
for the week-end. .. . Ditto Lloyd
Hebbron and friend Scottie, and
jack and Sue. How was danc
ing at Rio del Mar, you four? . . .
pick Dunham is back with Dot
McLean again.
Last semester
at this time they were going
strong. . . . Have you seen A1
Gossett and Bill Maring with
out their rooters' caps?
Nice
hair cuts. Glad I wasn't one of

Conservatory Is On Air
Coast-to-Coast Nov. 24

Art "Kids"
May
Show Work
for children
the Haggm^GaL
lery-Museum h, Stockton will
open to the public Sunday, De
cember 1, and children of any
fw !lnde! 21 are ur&ed t0 see
that the drawings and paintings
reach the Museum by November
St day for entries.
Jru
The contest is sponsored this
year as usual by Robert Tittle
McKee, and a long list of cash
prizes and ribbons has been set
up as a mark to induce children
to submit their best work.
The only requirements are
that the child be under 21 and
that he or she has lived in San
Joaquin County for the past
year. The following classes of
work will be displayed: oil point
ings, water color, sculpture, pen
cil drawings, crayon, ink, poster,
block print and applied design.
All work exept oil paintings
ar.d applied design must be suit
ably matted, not framed, must
be original work of the entrant
and must be delivered at the Mu
seum in Stockton before 5 o'clock
Friday, November 27.

Score another hit for Pacific's
well-known Conservatory of Mu
sic! The College .orchestra and
the A Cappella choir will be on
the air on a coast-to-coast radio
program, Music and American
Youth, on Sunday morning, No
vember 24 from 8:30 to 9:00.
The program, in charge of J
Russell Bodley, will be heard
over station KPO, KWG, and the
entire red network, broadcast to
the country from the Pacific au
ditorium. It will be the first
t ime that the Campus Radio
Studio has been on a coast-tocoast hook-up.
The program will include three
numbers from the orchestra
"Overture to the Marriage of
Figaro," "Dedication," and a
polka. Norman Lamb will be
violin soloist in the second num
ber.
The A Cappella Choir will sing
three numbers—the "Benedictus1
with Katherine Kuivala and
Charles Wood in the solo parts,
"Jesus Is a Rcok in a Weary
(Continued from page 1)
Land" with Miss Kuivala and
Lewis Ford as soloists, and "The bert, two Lodi boys with a lot
Shepherds Hear an Angel" with of talent, will all be speaking in
Barbara Harrison and Norman Division A. In B division are
Lamb in a vocal and violo solo Eleanor Powell and Jacqueline
respectively.
Judge, Raymond Ray and Irvin
Gartner, Francis Mackey and
Weldon West.

Debaters
Meet L. A.

STAG E
the victims—just got a new per
manent. A theme song for their \
STRUCK
former heads of hair could be,>
"I Ain't Got No-Body" (Corny,
(Continued from page 2)
wasn't it?). . . . Glad the boys
*
had fun on their little jaunt to
his three year career at the COP
San Jose to burn the bonfire, Little Theatre.
etc. But inconsiderate of them
RUMPELSTILTSKIN
to have so little rubbish for you
The Christmas play for this
to burn.
year
has already been selected.
Armistice Day hasn't brought
peace to the triangle of Lyle It is to be RUMPELSTILTSKIN
Jacobs, Margie Thatcher, and —that old, old fairy tale—and will
John Sayers. . . . Bob Olson and be directed by Truella Jensen,
Margie Bowcock are doing all Mill's loss to Pacific.
HUNI-cakes to Herman Spindt,
right these days. . . . Bill Tibbs
js quite the Romeo now that he who brought down the house with
has his car, and how he loves his his performance as a "screw
part of "Prince Charming" in ball" radical. Herm must really
the studio play coming at Christ- be able to put the pressure on
mas' • . . Buddy Stefan is all
when he has to do so, for one of
wrapped up with Marcella Do- his scenes last week received a
rasm. You'd think he was an well-earned applause. Herm's a
•Ktopus. . . . Beverley Miller poet, too. If you don't believe us,
Wairdy enjoyed the company just ask Mrs. McCall.
nts„
y?ung men at once the
ei eye?ing- Nice work if you ROMEO AND -JULIET
c;m
Who's going to dispense with
g
1<: . . . Charles Wood
ri
whom when the real critics come
manv4 ^e|em to be rushing as from San Francisco to review RO
girls off their feet this
MEO AND JULIET? What have
iove ,--Hve you found your true John Hobarth and Will Soames
have 'I SaYamcnt0- Chuck, or got that . . . Don't you dare an
you become allergic to
romance?
Did you see the swer that, Dick Schneider.
°^d Juanita Daussat was
Haven't got time to listen, any
porting iast
way. Gotta lab!
Monday.
She
™Pes you did. .
I t is now the
stVle for
Fourteen universities and 10
dye
their hair,
or so pi men to
°Q
ye tt:
Tanner thinks . . . colleges are maintained by the
Seen
t
DeIta every nl
ls Frank
nk- uf
night *5,400 Jesuits in the United States.
wlnner a every
corf aa ,
, waiting to eswaitress home.
. Must So to work-see you
later!

STILL MORE

In Senior Extemp, the entries
will be Kenneth Hastin, Bill Biddick, Allen Breed, and Claude
Hogan. Biddick will also enter
"after dinner speaking."
In lower division: Pearl Steiner, Margaret Stimmons, Ann
Rhodes, Eleanor Powell, Jacque
line Judge, Joe Kegler, George
Kappel, Irving Gartner, Francis
Mackey, Weldon West; while
Raymond Ray, Eugene Egbert,
Iola Whitlock, and Milton Valen
tine are entered in oratory; Fran
cis Mackey and Milton Valentine
will also enter "after dinner
speaking."
In last year's tournament held
on our own Pacific campus the
PSA entrants made a fine show
ing, and it is believed that the
local squad will do even better
this year. Following the tourna
ment, Prof. Clark and Prof. Betz
will remain in Los Angeles for
the Western Association Teach
ers of Speech convention. Both
men hold important positions in
the association, and will lead dis
cussions at the convention.
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State Sorority
Has Supper for
Alpha Thetes
Preceding the San Jose game,
members of Alpha Theta Tau
were entertained by members of
the Sappho Sorority of San Jose
State College.
The Alpha Thetes were met at
the train by members of the so
rority with a huge bus and sta
tion wagon. They were then taken
to the House where after inspec
tion of the rooms, they were ush
ered into the Rumpus Room to
enjoy a buffet supper.
Transportation was provided to
take the girls to the game and
later to the dance at the gym.

Lecturer
Views yyorld
(Continued from page 1)

STUDENT
GIVES
THANKS
I thank thee that I may walk on
the campus lawns
Unhampered by bullets, guards
and screaming bombs.
I thank thee that I may vote and
write and say
What I please "The Real Ameri
can Way."
I even thank thee for every book
that I have had ta read,
They say that knowledge must al
ways grow, and never be just
a seed.
I thank thee for the teachers, and
may they ever be
The nearest to dictators this
country will ever see.
I thank thee for each and every
friend that you have let me
gain,
(Even though my room-mate is a
pest, I like him just the same)'
I thank thee for our football team
—oh yes, we've had defeat,
But still the Tigers ar.d the Cubs
are plenty hard to beat.
I thank thee for helping me in al)
my work, and getting me out
of pinches,
But I'll give the greatest thanks
of all, if I don't get any
cinches.

States as it is, for our past is
not such to cover us with crown
ing glory.
"The Latin-Americas have not
forgotten that. And they realize
that Europe, with whom they
must trade (as we have the same
produce as they and our prices
are too high) may soon be Hit
ler's Europe. They are too wise
to jeopardize their market.
"America should face the fact
that a large part of the world is
not going to have our 'way of
Mankato (Minn.) State Teach
life,' that the world will have to ers college this year placed 97.6
dictator."
per cent of its two-year grad
dictator.
uates.

Army School
Best Says
Speaker

West Virginia university has
awarded the contract for a $596,000 mineral industries building.

Captain Bridget from the
Stockton Army Airport gave a
short talk on army life to the avi
ation class last Tuesday night.
He told the group that the army
flying school is superior to the
navy school. He answered many
questions put to him by the
group.
Refreshments were served at
the close of the meeting by the
newly formed Aviation club of
Stockton.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

"Bull" Durham
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

HEADQUARTERS

FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

"WHERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY'

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
Main A El Dorado. Ph. 2-4893
Poplar A Yosemlte. Ph. 2-5143

. Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

Both New and Old Students Will

-Con ~
—
_
most olg! students compose the
c°untrv t a, Vat've e'ement in the
Public doesnu ,bUt the reason the
only tho ,n 1 know it is that it's
ftiakes h cJackpot' student who
!!!-sB"tt!'infS'" Grinncil colcsident, Dr. Samuel
Steven
that Con s.' debunks the notion
glans are predominant^ red

Ribbon

SERVING

Dairy

Our Products
u

Find the College Book Store
the Best Place to Go For—

• STATIONERY
• CANDY
• MAGAZINES
• NOVELTIES
• FOUNTAIN PENS
• ALL SCHOOL SUPPLIES

AT

' C ub House"

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
"On the Campus for You"

SHlTB&LANo.
_MM±rL^CUt_ jZcUlfiuLjMUSl

IZkoru. 5 - 5 8 5 1

You'll get a REAL EDUCATION when you visit
the GAY GIBSON department in our store . . . and
you'll prove your STYLE EDUCATION by wearing
one of these charming, gay styles. In spun rayon,
in Featheroy (pin corduroy), in rayon crepes. Black,
pastels, jewel tones.

95
3

795

1295
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COP CINCHES
ALMOST
NIL
For students only! This bit of
news about the cinch notices, or
lack of cinch notices, in the Col
lege of Pacific might bring about
drastic results if read by any of
the faculty. Only eleven per cent
of the total enrollment in senior
college received cinch notices. The
total number of units of unsatis
factory work was 150, and the to
tal number of units of failure
work was only 38.
For the first time in the history
of the college, the fraternities had
fewer total untis of cinch notices
than the sororities. However, they
both received only ten notices
each. The other living groups had
but one member in each house
who received a notice. This in
formation looks good for Pacific.
Either the stacks are being
thumbed through more often, the
faculty is giving students a better
time, or still more probably the
intelligence of the students in C.
O. P. is higher than ever before.

West Receives
Judo Award
Bob West, junior student, was
recently awarded his black belt
in judo. The tournament was held
in San Francisco and included
contestants from the Bay region,
Bakersfield, Stockton, Lodi and
Salinas.
West is the first white person
to receive this high honor in nor
thern California.

WEEKLY, FRIDAY. NQYJf-

Burcham,
C. O. P. Grad,
Re+urns
Proudly Pacific hails back one
of her own, Dr. George Burcham
—Methodist minister and eminent
personality in social and recrea
tional work, when he returns next
week for a series of meetings,
conferences and round table dis
cussions. For a period of many
years Mr. Burcham was director
of the Wesley Foundation, a Me
thodist group on the Univeristy
of California campus correspond
ing to our own interdenomination
al group at Pacific, the Student
Christian Association.
Besides these duties he has
been serving as Recreational Di
rector at the Asilomar Confer
ence during the last several years
—a post he still holds. Since last
spring Mr. Burcham has been sta
tioned at migrant camps in the
Three Rivers area near Visalia,
where he is recreational leader
and counselor on family prob
lems.
Miss Margaret Campbell, S. C.
A. secretary, stated about Dr.
Burcham: "He is a fine person,
practicing in his everyday life
and in his dealings with others,
the Christian virtues of right
thinking, right doing and broad
mindedness that one most ad
mires."
During his stay here Mr. Bur
cham will meet with the follow
ing groups: the Recreational
Committee, the All Association
meeting of the S. C. A., the Cos
mopolitan Club, the Public Af-

Cosmopolitans

RECREATION
PLANS
REVISED

Ask "Where
probing recreational possi From Here?"
"Where Do We Go From Here.

In
bilities at College of the Pacific,
the Recreational Committee next
week will have an authority con
sulting with them. He is George
Burchman, C. O. P. graduate and
Methodist minister who has head
ed recreational activities at tne
University of California. He is at
the present time Recreational Di
rector at the Asilomar Confer
ence.
The topic under discussion will
be the possibilities for increased
recreational facilities here and im
proved techniques for direction o
new kinds of recreation. •
Mrs. Fern Lynch, chairwoman
of the group, invites everyone to
come to the staff meeting which
will be held either Monday or
Tuesday afternoon in the SCA.
Notice of the exact time and day
will be posted on the bulletin
boards.

Opening for Man
In Co-op
There is a vacancy for full
membership in the Pacific Coop
erative House, for some male
student who is interested in board
and room. Please get in touch
with Bill Workman, phone 9121,
or 32234, or with Janet Lehman,
phone 32234, for information and
application blanks.
fairs Forum, and the Chapel pro
gram.

Pacific Ave Shops
TRY THE—

CHINESE

KftWEN

CHINESE, AMERICAN
HUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will Tell"
Ph. 3-U451

2014 Pacific Ave.

Shop On Pacific
Avenue

ICE CREAM STORE
2043 Pacific Ave.

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

OP.DERS TO TAKE OUT

OTFfeGRIDIRON

HERRMANN'S
We Make
Ice Cream Fresh Doily
Now you can get your HOT
TAMALES and ENCHILADAS in
our store. No need going down
town.

GOODYEAR
TIRES
Lubrication by
ROY COOPER

SIBLEY E. BUSH
SHELL SERVICE
2302 PACIFIC AVE.

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
ON PACIFIC AVE. AT
DOWNTOWN PRICES
Cosmetics
Paper
Notions
Candy
Cards
Stationery

Program 0f
Variety At

All-Meeting

The third All Association ,,
the question the Cojopohtan ing of this school's uniQ
et'
n
C l u b i s asking itself a '
pioneering Student Christ 31,4
meeting, Monday at 4.15
sociation will be held on m" A&
4a)'
November 18, at 7:30 p
S club member Ralph Fellerson
lowing the general idea 0?' Po1'
nut it this way: "We of the Cos ried and interesting program^
mopolitan Club havetalk-edabout meeting promises to be
^
race we've talked abou* the Filithe biggest the organizatioHV
pS problem, we've had some realized to date.
"aj
good times together but where
do we go from here? Is all this INSTALLATION
The evening's program «
time and effort spent ?n discus
sion to be mere academic talk, or open with the formal installs011
are we to tie up the material dis of Mae Weigart as the asSo'
cussed to ascertain our goal and tion's new president, succeed
make all our meetings mean Robert Stark, recently rcsig
The solemn atmosphere will vJ
something to us?
Mr. George Burcham, former broken by lively group sin?in,
director of the University of Cali led by Sam Takagishi, who p J'
fornia Wesley Foundation and ises new songs and more pep
An insight into the plans fo.
now counselor on family prob
lems in Visalia labor camps will the annual Asilomar conference
will be presented very briefly bv
be leading the discussion.
Mae Weigart, Bill Thomas Jt
Bill Workman. This portion of iU
teresting variety will be followed
Nevada Sure to
by the headline entertainer of the
evening, George Burcham. Bur.
Roll Again
cham, a prominent alumnus of
Pacific, has been recognized as
With Motley
one of the leading authorities on
Bolstered once more by the recreation in the west. His topic
return of Marion Motley, giant will center around his general
negro backfield ace, Coach Jim philosophy of recreation, and he
Aiken of the University of Ne solemnly promises that it will not
vada will again center his attack be one whit boring, but truly vi.
around this "Mister Big" of the
tal and interesting.
Wolfpack in attempt to crack
the defense of Idaho University INVITATION
Miss Margaret Campbell, secthis coming Saturday.
Motley was released by Cali retary of the Association, is urg
fornia authorities early this ing: all members, and all students
week on two years' probation and interested, to be sure to set aside
a fine of $1000 as the result next Monday evening for this im
of a charge of negligent homi portant meeting. She stresses the
need of student interest in the
cide.
The Silver and Blue machine problems of the SCA, and their
of Nevada with a record of 4 solution through student expres
wink, 1 tie, and one loss have sion, and adds that she feels that
rolled up a total point score of such solutions arise largely from
239 to their opponents' 19, trail the contacts made at the All As
ing high scoring Boston College sociation meeting.
by a few scant markers.
This seems to be the year for
the Wolves to really howl—not
only having the second highest On the Air
scoring team in the nation, but
(Continued from page i)
also one of the highest scoring
ends in the business, Wes Good- $4,000,000 to back the cause that
ner with 54 digits to his credit.
Nevada's Wolves will park on they're going to see through.
the doorstep of A. A. Stagg's This will include recordings alsotoothless, clawless, BUT fighting SERVICE
"On the Air" offers service for
Tigers' Thanksgiving day, No
you readers. "Radio Information
vember 21.
—questions on radio broadcasting
that you like answered in this
VERY PERSONAL
Personal notice in the Daily column. Address: Max G<M
Campus Studio. And thats
Iowan, University of Iowa:
"John—after this when you again for the week. Don't forge
borrow my pants bring them COP on the air! Sunday, Novem
back the next morning. I have ber 24, Pacific Orchestra and a
8 o'clock class." Furthermore, Cappelia Choir will be on th
it's hard for the average college Music and American Youth P
man to have any class at all these gram from 8:30 to 9:00 a. m- o
days, without trousers.
KWG and NBC red network.

is

BEN FRANKLIN STORES
L C. EYER, Owner
1002 Pacific Ave.

FOLLOW THE
CROWD
DRIVE IN TO

ice

cr&riti
BREAKFAST — LUNCH
Barbecued Sandwiches
Fountain Drinks
1712

DRINK and
SNACK at
paul's

Associated

Servi

PACIFIC AND WALNUT

PACIFIC

DIAL

3-2472

Union Oil Products

Bill Lunt
Pacific and Castle

1928 Pacific Ave.

Phone 2-9010

LOW FAKES

-Round Trip
Angeles
$8.30
San Francisco ... 2 30
Bakersfield
.' fi'oi
Fresno
" ' 3'on
Circle tour of U. S. from
your home to N. Y. and
return for only $69.95

You'll enjoy every minute of y

thanks*

, rjjjiig
giving trip in a luxurious, snioo ^jr.
Greyhound Super-Coach. Frequc" ^
tures for all points enable you to
]o*
any time it is convenient. Greyh°y"jfjvjogfares are only a third the cost
|>ur

Depot: Sutter and Washing40

4671

1*1

r
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bob conaway

Spartans demonstrated
"e
night that they are
the ranks of the un
deserting
ubordinated state
jnip°r* ,Loin ft football standto"eSes' national statistical
P»lnt); 'port the San Jose Stawre#"
e ranked above Santa
Sara i" ^ery department of
S5A ovbb BULLDOG
*£.ranking is based on actual
ILe both in a running and
fig'
offense, and defense
Fw both. Individual performT?re also listed; Bud Nygren
^ leading all rivals in total yard
age compilations and has an avfage of 6.6 yards perplay.
The Spartans should, by everv measure, swamp the Fresno
Bulldogs by at least three touch
downs

when they meet tomor'

row evening. Bay Patterson, so
phomore sensation in the full
back post, is hardly a match for
the "Truck" Tornell who ripped
through the Pacific line and
tossed perfect strikes to End
John Allen.
HIGH SCORERS
Likewise, the Tiger-Nevada tus
sle here on Thanksgiving day is
expected to be a close one, with
the edge going to the Wolves on
past performances and compara
tive scores. Previous to the Fres
no game, which they lost by a sin
gle conversion, the Nevadans
were undefeated.
Conversely, they were one of
the highest scoring squads in
the nation. That one point mar
gin is closer than the 3-0 Paci
fic loss to Fresno. However,
with Halbert out, a revamped
backfield, Mid the "mightymite" ends Boyarsky and Jacobsen playing exceptional ball
nothing is certain.
Negro Motley, star back about
whom has raged many conflicts,
is ineligible under Far Western
Conference rules, and will prob
ably not play. However, he was
absent from the Bulldog game,
which still spells trouble.
SUCCESS STORY

Last season the Wolves took a
45-0 drubbing from Fresno; then
'hey whipped by 8-0 a Bengal
squad which had held the Fresnans f° a lone touchdown. They
may again point to the Pacific
encounter, but there is no longer
we stimulus of a Conference
championship.
The university has announced
•at it is no ionger competing
wider league rules. In this, its
1-8 season as an aggressive inPendent, the Nevada school is
0ym* a tremendous success.
A„
»nd° ,W^C'1 P°ints to an exciting
yK!ontested Turkey day
eririi!
g d'ron contest.
plane6
Spartans, who airgames ti?- 311 away-from-home
°ne of !uS 8638011 hardly needed
lr specially chartered
"Mainithe rjners" as fhey struck down
formidabf alS' Their attack was
p enou
roller
gh, but that steam

not no"1]
_

ground definitely did
any aerial assistance.
BOB

ROBINSON'S
Union Station
"illson

Service by

,

Traphagen

Steel

CAT,.

Norton
MINER

letup! %ortfi

HOR
A i*r * v Editor
BOB fnxr
CONAWAY,

SKI CLUB
INVITES
QUEEN

ri

^

Relay to Be Run
Between Halves
Between halves of the YubaStockton J. c. game Saturday
night, Coach Earl Jackson's
College of Pacific and Stockton
Junior College thinclads will
strut their stuff and give track
fans a sneak preview of the
1941 teams. The fellows will
compete In the one mile relay.
Pre-season dope in the "winterbook" estimates that Stonewall
will have another hipper-dipper
season.

Jupiter Pluvius, the father of
all snows, has arisen early this
season from his bed of deep
slumber and has taken it upon
himself to lay lown the white
mantle of snow far earlier than
in the two previous years, to
the delight of the ski devotees,
otherwise known in the fratern
ity as "Knights of the Slippery
Slats."
EXERCISES TO C OME
With the coming of the early
snow this year some of the en
thusiasts are literally breaking
their necks to get into the "pow
der" without taking into consid
eration that their muscles haven't
had time to become accustomed
to the stress and strain put on
them; consequently they give
like number 00 thread.
To offset this the College of
Pacific ski organization will, in
their coming meetings, give the
necessary exercises for leg and
back development. This year the
Pacific Club is under the leader
ship of Jack Colberg, and if
things run true to form, the club
is in for "really something" under
Colberg's administration.

Golf to Get
Going In
Intramurals
Patty Berg May Inspire
Golfers To Compete

Volley-ball, tennis, swimming
meets—now it's golf that moves
in and takes the spotlight in the
intra-mural program set up by
Coaches Earl Jackson and Kris
Kjeldsen. The golf match will
be run off Friday, November
29.
3 MAN SQUADS
GET GODDARD
According to Coach Jackson 21
Colberg left Wednesday af men took part in last year's com
ternoon to attend the San Fran petition with Men's Dorm coming
cisco Examiner's Ski School to home with the Swifts' Premium.
get the novel ideas on how to The squads will consist of a threerun the club for this season; man team; the lowest team ag
while he is there, he is attempt gregate score will be declared the
ing to secure the services of master of "divot diggers."
Paulette Goddard, the movie
To the winners, as always, goes
queen, to be present at the
the spoils, and in this case the
club's first official meeting. No
"spoils" will be a "trophy" cup
vember 25. Miss Goddard's ap which will go to the organization
pearance here is not certain, that the team represents
but there is always hope.
BERG HERE
With the sight of Patty Berg,
former women's national cham
Bulldogs Get
pion yesterday, some of the fel
lows, no doubt, have taken \
Ambitious
heart the invaluable tips she pc
sed out while showing Kris Kje!
Fresno State's Battling Bull sen's hit-and-walk-for-it class "da
dogs will take on two formidable fine points o' da game." Watch
opponents within five days to that elbow! Keep your head down!
close the 1940 home schedule at
Ratcliffe Stadium at Fresno.
Down in Georgia during a
At 8 o'clock Saturday night, the
Bulldogs will meet the rival San night game, a high school back
Jose State Spartans and at two broke loose from his own twenty,
o'clock Thanksgiving Day after went streaking for a touchdown.
noon the colorful Colorado Mines But as he gallopedjhe fuses blev
eleven. Following these games, The referee ruled no lights, n
the Fresnans will take to land play. The other team won 20-0.
and sea for an 8,000 mile jaunt to
Notre Dame will reach'the 500,Little Rock, Ark., and the Hawai
ian Islands. The twelve game 000 mark in football attendance
schedule will close with the famed for this season.alone when they
Pineapple Bowl game in Hono finish their schedule at the end
of the season.
lulu on January 1st.
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CUBS PLAY HOST
TO YUBA
TOMORROW EVE
Week's Lay-off Primes Dashiell
Squad for Powerful Attack
Mechanieal Foreman, Doug Dashiell will
completely overhauled, carefully-tuned Tiger
ball machine against powerful Yuba Jaysee
night in Baxter Stadium.
During the much needed week's lay-off,
Tiger mentor has spent many*-

hours smoothing out his famed
attack and faces the game with
warranted confidence.
Though score comparison of
early-season games givejs Stock
ton a slight edge, more recent
tallies give most of the advant
age to Yuba. Seemingly a slowstarting eleven, the visitors have
gained momentum with each ball
game and will storm the Stock
ton citadel Saturday, a tough ex
perienced ball team.
YUBA TOUGH
Where the Jaspers barely tied
Menlo 6-6, yuba licked them 6-0;
where Stockton slogged in the
mud to lose 7-6 against Placer,
Yuba gained a scoreless tie. The
lighter Spartans were no match
for Yuba's tremendous line, and
their highly-touted Ed Brennan
was shackled the entire evening.
Placer failed to garner a first
down in the opening half of the
ball game.
Contrary to the predominance
of single-formation offensives in
this conference, Yuba will run its
plays from any of five different
stances. No single back is the
key to the offense, but Fullback
Mandery and Left Halfback Crook
are the most spectacular ground
gainers. These fast mail-car
riers will cavort behind one of
the biggest and finest forward
walls in Northern California,
headed by a gigantic negro
flanker, Jim Bangs.
SEVENTH BACKFIELD
The Stockton Junior College
Cubs will proceed to field their
seventh backfield combination -—

send his
Cub foot
tomorrow
the Baby

no two of which have been identi
cal in any of the seven games
played this season. However,
the punting of Stockton's great
guard, Charlie Blackwell, has
been exceptionally outstanding
this week, and the smashing end
play of tall Leonard Gundert,
who has emerged as perhaps the
best flanker in the conference in
recent tilts, has been even more
spectacular in latest scrimmages.
The Cubs will place their un
disputed third place in the con
ference standings in jeopardy,
while Yuba has everything to
gain. Paradoxically, all Stock
ton's chances for emerging as
league champions this season, lie
in the ability of Santa Rosa to
dump once-defeated Salinas from
the top rung of the ladder.
BELATED PERFORMANCE
It is expected that the larg
est crowd in Jaysee history will
come to watch the perform
ance of the Cubs in their first
home-game in five weeks.
Starting ends Ted Stewart and
Leonard Gundert are co-cap
tains for the game.
Head Coach Homer Norton,
Texas A. & M„ has been appoint
ed to a place on the rules com
mittee of the American Football
Coaches' Association.
Dick Durrance, national ama
teur ski champ has turned pro
fessional. He will take an instruc
tor's post at a new ski resort in
Utah.

National Towel & Laundry Co.

Dial 4 4695

925 N. Wilson Way

Launderers — Dry Cleaners
See Campus Representatives

• Rhizomia
• Omega Phi
• Men's Hall

Ed_Denney
,?ogeTr 9"oss
.Don Jackson

Coca-Cola with food
is a taste experience mil

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

lions welcome. A natural

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

partner of good things to
eat, Coca-Cola sends
you back to work with

INCORPORATED

that feeling of complete
refreshment.

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

* 4 US E THAT

REFRESHES

Bottled under authority o f The Coca-Cola Go. by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF STOCKTON, LIMITED
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Ex-Tackle Demoralizes

Highlights
Of Game,
Trip

Win

Highlights of the ban JosePacific contest: Two-uniformed
Spartan band (officials had mo
ney to purchase some new suits,
not enough for all—only logi
cal solution was to have the
members use old and new uni
forms); that cute 8-year-old
drum majorette (take note,
University of Nevada; here is
your "Elsie Crabtree" for 19537.

Tornell Scores Thrice,
Paces San Jose to 28-7
Victory-Biggest in History

COOK BLOCKS

An

-tackle, playing his first season in a backfiehj
overpowered the Bengals as he paced hj=
HUMPBACK
rSalalcs
sco*
Spartan teammates to a 38-7 victory-thcir biggest score
That hump backed Spartan sta
in the entire, twenty-year rivalry
dium—the players' benches were
The converted lineman, Deward "Duke" Tornell,
almost in the laps of the first
nersonally scored three of the<
row customers—it is strictly a
touchdowns and set them up arsky, with a recovered fumbk
gridiron with no running track
with long-range passes to sticky and Irwin, by intercepting 3
circumventing it; the card stunts,
fingered end Johnny Allen, a pass, staved
very intricate and excellently han
off San jose
Negro athlete. The other pay-off
dled.
thrusts.
But
the
Spartans were
plunge was made by Dick HuThe lack of adequate time for
not
to
be
denied.
Willie Boyars.
ba-Huba"
Hubbell,
the
Hawaiian
supper after getting off the late
ky was undoubtedly the outstandsub
for
Tornell.
special; the sorority sisters who
The above action shot shows CAPTAIN
ing end on the field. This 16s
took such good care of many of COOK, place-kicking guard of the San Jose Spar
, COOK CONVERTS
the visiting "stags;" the noisy pa clearing the way for the ball carrier. Bengals Irwin,
Captain Kenny Cook, senior pound end threw for terrific
rade and mid-street rally where
right guard, proved that Fresno s losses the tricky reverses, he re.
Pempel, and Jacobsen are rushing to bring dow
Jack Mulkey isn't the only expert covered several fumbles, and suc
each parked his car anywhere he
back.
place-kicker by adding all con ceeded in getting down under
wished.
versions with ease. The Ripon punts with an amazing speed and
PLAYERS
He completely overripper, Truck Tornell, also agility.
The playing of "little men"
TIGER-SPARTA
STATISTICS
shadowed
Allen as a defensiv«
played
a
superlative
defensive
Boyarsky, Allen and Minter; of
player.
game,
intercepting
desperate
"big men" Tornell, Mears, FrishT'GE^
"Tank" Mears was em
SPARTANS
'
Bengal passes.
holz and Nygren; the after-game 214
Yards gained from scrimmage
ployed in a new role—that ot
Bud
Nygren
got
away
for
some
dance which attracted almost as
a flanker pass receiver.
Yards lost from scrimmage
26 long gallops, as did Pacific's
8
many students as the game.
206
Net yards gained from scrimmage
85 Bill Thomas. Jack Frisliholz
126
Net yards gained from passes
amazed the crowd of 13,000
3 3 2 . . . Total net yards gained, scrimmage and passes
136 with his fine exhibition of con
jg _
Total number first downs.
trolled punting. Early in the
contest one of his quick kicks
17
Passes attempted
sailed 70 yards; going over the
8
Passes completed
goal line.
3
Passes had intercepted
Thereafter, his coffimcorner
33
Average length punts
punts were downed or went out
30 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Yards lost by penalties
of bounds within the Sparta 153
Opponents fumbles recovered
yard line. The inexhaustible
performance of "mighty mite"
Willie Boyarski thrilled the Tiger
rooters.
GAY SCORES
The lone Bengal points origin
Ask Any
ated with a Frishholz punt going
out of bounds on the San Jose
ASK US WHERE
3-yard line. Hubbell fumbled and
Absence of Backboards Hampers
recovered on a fake punt forma
tion.
On the second down, Dean
Reduction of Squad
Exclusive
Gay reached above the blocker's
head, knocked down Hubbell's
Harold Monaghan
Stockton Junior College basketball under Coach kick, and fell on it for a touch
"Campus
Chris Kjeldsen went through its third successful week down. Seifert added the con
with aspirants continuing to add their names to the list version.
Representative"
The Spartans scored late in
(22 Laminations)
which now numbers fifty-three hopefuls.
the first quarter after an inter
Since there are as yet no backboards and no pros cepted pass by Truck Tornell,
pect of them until after Thanks-^'
a series of long runs and a
Don't Write It
Exclusive
giving, the practices have been gain experience and brush up pass to Allen. Tornell carried
devoted to a mass consumption all departments of play in the it over from the 4-yard line.
of fundamentals. As is obvious, stress of actual competition.
The Pacific score midway in
there has been no shooting what STAR PLAYERS
the second period evened
soever except for a few panto
Several players of the fifty- things up, but San Jose came
mime executions by the more three have definitely established roaring back a moment later
ambitious and imaginative play their worth, at least as ball- to take and hold their lead.
ers.
handlers and floormen, in the NYGREN RAMBLES
watchful eyes of Chris Kjeldsen.
On the first play after the
DECEMBER GAMES
RENTALS
The first game of the season Among these worthies are: Sul- kickoff, Hubbell tossed a 30-yard
Exclusive
ivan,
Mason,
Law,
Shimasaki,
pass to Allen who went to the
will be played on December 7th
as a preliminary for the varsity Wisdom, Martin, smith, Smythe, Pacific 4 before being stopped.
I week
$1.00
game with the Alumni. Though and Toomay.
Hubbell scored on two plays,
"Drop in and see these
Because of the fact that there Cook converting.
no opponent has yet been defin
new ski sensations.
month
$2-^0
itely established, mentor Kjeld are no baskets or backboards,
Nygren dominated the second
You'll marvel at their
sen is most certain that there the busy coach is forced to ab half, setting up both touchdowns
all around superiority.
stain from cutting anyone off in the third period with three
will be a game on that date.
months
$5-00
The coaching staff is hopeful the squad until after Thanks sparkling runs totaling 75 yards.
that at least ten practice games giving vacation. However, he Tornell plunged over from close
may be scheduled before actual pians to reduce this mass of up; cook converted both, main
conference competition gets un players to a workable few as taining a .1000 percentage for
Expert
der way. These games would soon as -such action is possi the evening.
Repair Service
l^give the team plenty of time to ble.
Earlv in the second half w
ex

Ar,ir»l etelv
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SNOW*
*
SPLITKEIN

FLEXIBLE
FLYER

Jaysee Hoopsters Begin
Organized Drills

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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TRADE IN SPECIAL
Stockton Ski S h o p
Trade in your old bindings or poles.
They are worth from 50c to $2.50.

Ijj |S ill

i
t

Your old skis are worth from $2.00
to $10.00—and more.

*

SALES

Standards Portal**

$19.50

$12-50

t°

to

$115.50 $64.50

STOCKTON
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'Come In
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